
WAKESPEED ADVANCED
ALTERNATOR REGULATOR

Developed during years of cruising in the
Pacific Northwest, the Wakespeed
Alternator Regulator is uniquely designed
to be configured via easy-to-use onboard
DIP switches, or can be connected
to a PC to provide more than 100 user
controls. The unit can also be connectedcontrols. The unit can also be connected
to battery BMS modules other CAN J1939
devices through its data ports, making it
the only regulator of choice to provide
safe and smart charging for LiFeP04 and
other emerging battery technologies.

The Wakespeed Alternator Regulator can
be connected to a current shunt tobe connected to a current shunt to
monitor current flow to and from the
batteries, enabling the regulator to
control charging based on a combination
of system voltage and amperage
delivered from the alternator to the
batteries. In addition, the unit can also
monitor alternator and batterymonitor alternator and battery
temperatures and modify charging
output to ensure optimal safety and
charging performance at the alternator
and batteries. When connected to a BMS
system, the WS500 can receive critical
voltage, current and temperature data
via the CAN J1939 pathway, reducing thevia the CAN J1939 pathway, reducing the
need for external sensor connections.

— Auto-detect function
 that identifies system voltage and
 automatically adjusts charging to
 support 12V, 24V, and 48V profiles.

— Supports eight battery types
 including standard and deep-cycle
 flooded lead acid, standard and flooded lead acid, standard and
 high-density AGM batteries, carbon
 foam AGM, gel, and LiFeP04.

— Greater flexibility
 provided by the ability to customise
 profiles using the WS500 Configuration  
 Tool.

— Small alternator mode— Small alternator mode
 limits the maximum alternator output   
 to 75% of maximum field potential and  
 can protect smaller alternators with   
 larger battery loads.

— Compatible with different polarity
 alternators
 by selecting the appropriate NType by selecting the appropriate NType
 or P-Type regulator wiring harness.

The Wakespeed Advanced Alternator Regulator [WS500] is the only alternator regulator
available that can utilise current, voltage, and temperature to deliver the most precise 
and effective charging possible for 12V, 24V, and 48V battery systems.
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